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BUILDING OUR
CENTER’S FUTURE
Our Center is now in its nineteenth year. In numerology, 19 has the vibration of 1—
and in so many ways we are making a new beginning.
See page 2 for introductions to our new Board members, new members of our administrative team, new and returning practitioners, and changes in the roles of longtime Volunteers.
We’ve received an amazingly generous gift from one
of our Members. (See page 3 for more about this.)
We have wonderful events coming up, including a
first-time visit to our Center from perhaps the last
remaining person on this Earth plane who knew and
worked with Edgar Cayce: Dr. June Avis Bro. (See
page 16 and our website for details of this event.)

It’s also increasingly likely that the Center will
move to a new space this year. This is an exciting
time for our Community!
Our Space Odyssey: The lease on our current

Dr. June Avis Bro

space ends April 30th and we face a hefty rent hike if we stay where we are, consistent with the dramatic rise in Chelsea commercial real estate.
Our search for a suitable space has resulted in some promising possibilities. Last
month we bid on one, only to have it taken off the market. At the time of this writing,
we are about to put in a bid on another space that we’re excited about. We may be
making an announcement about a move at any time. (To keep up with the latest, be
sure to subscribe to our weekly e-newsletter. Go to www.edgarcaycenyc.org and fill in
the "Subscribe" box to the right.)
To give us time to find the right space, we've told our landlord we'll be staying on in
the short term on a month-to-month basis, still at a significant increase but not as high
as renewing. Of course, there will be costs associated with moving, adapting and furnishing a new space. It’s likely we’ll also need to pay rent on two spaces for a time, to
keep our programs and groups going in our present space while we do necessary
buildout in the new space.

(Building our Center’s Future, continues on page 3)
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Skylines N e w s & V i e w s

Rainbow over NYC, January 10, 2016

Board Updates:
Introducing Our New Trustees
We’ve recently welcomed three new Trustees to our Board:
Anton Baraschi was elected to
the A.R.E. of NY Board of Trustees
at the October, ‘15 meeting. Already
well-known to many in our Center,
Anton is a practitioner of Bioenergetic Healing, a workshop and
course instructor, served as a Volunteer with Membership Services, and
is the mentor of the dynamic Bioenergetic Healers Group. (See Oct.-Dec,
’14 Open Door for feature on Anton — and Oct-Dec, ‘15 Open
Door for article on the Bioenergetic Healers Group. ) Anton is
now serving on the Board’s Space Search Committee, which
is reviewing possible new locations for our Center. He lives in
Spring Valley, Westchester.
Betty DeCandia was elected to the
Board at the November, 2015 meeting, and is our first Trustee from Long
Island. Betty has since been elected as
Board Treasurer, replacing Maureen
St. Germain, who resigned from that
office in September (although she

(Board Updates continue on page 14)
Welcome to the Team:
Maria Gutierrez-Ferrar We welcome Maria to her new role as the Center’s Marketing & Promotional Consultant. For the coming months, she will
serve as point person in building awareness of the activities and offerings of the
NYC Edgar Cayce Center.
Maria has over twenty-five years experience in marketing,
(New Faces: Maria Gutierrez-Ferrar continues on p. 14)

Practitioners: Happy
Returns & New
Beginnings!
Welcome to Leonardo Cassara, who returned to the Center as one of our practitioners in January, and Margarita Burke, Leonardo
who joined us as a practitioner in March. Cassara
(New Beginnings; Happy Returns continues on page 15)

Changing of the Guard
Miranda Rose Gold has moved on from her positions as
Volunteer Coordinator and Bookstore Manager at the Center
due to health challenges.
We’re grateful to Miranda
for all her service to
A.R.E. of NY, and happy
to report that Miranda
will continue to serve as
a Reception Volunteer.
Moving into the position
of Volunteer Coordinator
is Anthony Perez who
had already accepted a
role as a support to our
Bookkeeper and Events
Coordinator as well as
doing Reception.

Anthony & Miranda

Amelia D’Arcy has accepted the
role of Bookstore Manager, bringing her
valuable background as a book and
gift buyer for small and large health
food stores, including Whole Foods
Market, to her service to our Center.
Amelia has previously served as a
Receptionist and in Membership SerAmelia D’Arcy
vices at A.R.E. NY. Congratulations
to Anthony and Amelia and best wishes to Miranda! 

Share your visions, ideals, inspirations, comments, criticisms, opinions or suggestions —
or submit a poem,artwork, photograph —or a life event for Transitions. Send to the Editor: Lynne
Salomon Miceli, 3836 Trant Circle, Norfolk, VA 23502 or e-mail: [turquoisefire3836@gmail.com].
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Building our Center’s Future, continued from page 1
Long-Term Location Planning: The Board is viewing our next space as probably an interim location. In
terms of the longer-term future, we’ve been receiving this
same advice from many different quarters: Buy! Buy a
building or a commercial condo. The dream of buying our
own space has been with us as long as the idea of opening
an A.R.E. NY Center—but now it seems more practical
than ever before.
Mitch Grossman, a real estate agent and A.R.E. NY
Member, pointed out that, while rents in NYC continue to
go sky-high, costs of buying are relatively low. Mitch
also points out that when we rent, our landlord is passing
real estate taxes on to us as part of our rental fees. As a
non-profit, we would not pay these taxes on a space we
own—and the cost of real estate tax could be comparable
to monthly payments we might make on a mortgage for a
commercial condo. Buying a space begins to look like a
more and more viable option.
Of course, all of these things—higher rents, moving and
buildout, paying rent on two spaces at once, and buying a
property—will require funds.
Abundance-raising, Manifestation & Miracles

Center Member and Volunteer, Brigitte Lippincott
left the Earth plane in late
2014. We were contacted
by her lawyer at that time,
to let us know that Brigitte had left us a bequest.
We heard nothing more
Brigitte Lippincott
about this until recently,
when Board Chair, Sylvia Chappell contacted the
lawyer to request an update.
We learned that it was taking a long time to make
the disbursements called for by Brigitte’s will because many of her holdings were in France. However, as a number of her properties had been liquidated, her executor decided to disburse the funds that
were available to the six beneficiaries in her will—
of which A.R.E. of NY was one.
We have just recently received that disbursement—
of $100,000.

$111,000

We are profoundly grateful to Brigitte, and to our
Creator for this gift, which could not come at a
more perfect time!

$55,500
$32,837
We are here



A Miraculous Gift from
”the Other Side”

IN GOD WE TRUST
Our abundance-raising drive to Build Our Center’s Future
has so far raised $32,837, just short of 30% of our goal of
$111.000. We still have quite a climb to put that golden
capstone atop the pyramid! We’ve put a blank space
where the radiant capstone should be, until we reach our
$111,000 goal.
By the grace of God, our fundraising drive has received
an enormous boost from beyond this Earth plane. We
have just received $100,000 left to us by Center Member
and Volunteer, Brigitte Lippincott, who passed away in
2014! (See box above right for details.) The timing of
this gift is truly nothing less than miraculous! We are
profoundly grateful to Brigitte and we thank our Creator

If you are interested in making A.R.E. of NY a beneficiary of your will, or in some other form of
planned giving (such as an annuity) and need some
help finding your way through the process, please
contact: Lynne Salomon Miceli at 757-965-4758
or [turquoisefire3836@gmail.com] or Maureen
St. Germain at 212-304-2123 or
[Maureen@maureenstgermain.com].
Gifts of any size make a difference! Leon Van
Leeuwen’s bequest of $20,000 got our Center
through the Great Recession. Kenneth Newbern’s
recent gift helped us through a winter lull. You do
not have to be wealthy to leave a gift that will help
bring Light to the world. 
for this amazing windfall.
Does this mean we can stop fundraising? No, but it
does provide a very welcome cushion of security for
our Center as we go through the transitions ahead.
(Building Our Center’s Future continues on page 4)
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A.R.E. of New York Edgar Cayce Center
241 W. 30th St. 2nd fl. New York, NY 10001
212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

Yes, I’m contributing to help Build our Center’s Future!
__I am making a one-time tax-deductible donation at the level of:
SALT OF THE EARTH: $100 ___

GOLDEN HEART: $1000 ___

BENEFACTOR: $250 ___

VISIONARY: $2500 ___

LIGHTWORKER: $500 ___

OTHER AMOUNT: ___ (Gifts of any amount make a difference!)

__ I want to make a monthly tax-deductible donation of $_____ for ___ months.
(Credit card information is required for monthly pledges.) Note: A monthly donation of $84 for 12

months = a yearly total of $1008 = 2015 Golden Heart Level.)
Method of payment: _____ Check/money order payable to A.R.E. of N.Y.
Credit Card: ___ VISA ____MASTER CARD ____AMERICAN EXPRESS ___ DISCOVER
Card Number: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Expiration Date: Month ______ Year ______ Security Number ___ ___ ___
Signature (if paying by credit card)______________________________________________________________
Name (Print) ________________________________________Phone:___________________________________
Address : ____________________________________________________________________________________
e-mail: ______________________________________________________________________________________

____ I am also interested in: ___ Volunteering at the Center ___Serving on the Board of Trustees
Please contact me. Name: ______________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________e-mail: ________________________________________
* Donations to A.R.E. of NY are tax-deductible. A copy of our most recent IRS financial report is available on request - or
contact the Office of the Attorney General, Charities Bureau, 120 Broadway, New York, NY 10271.

(Building Our Center’s Future continued from page 3)
When we moved to our current space on 30th Street, we
had a reserve fund of close to $50,000. By the end of the
Great Recession, we had no reserve. It was a miracle that
we came through the storm, but the lack of a financial
cushion left us vulnerable to any new economic challenges
that might come along.
Now, as much of possible of the $100,000 bequest will be
kept aside as a reserve—and as the beginning of a fund for
the probable eventual purchase of a commercial condo or
building.
So we continue our abundance-raising campaign to Build
Our Center’s Future—but isn’t it inspiring to know the
Universe has contributed to help build our future in this
amazing way?
Now it’s our turn! Miracles are made in many ways.
Here are two ways you can help manifest a miracle for our
Center:





Make a tax deductible donation or pledge to our
Dream Center Fund. Complete and mail the form
above to arrange a monthly pledge or make a onetime donation of any amount you choose. Donations
can also be made via Paypal on our website, edgarcaycenyc.org. (Click Make a Donation.)
Participate with us in meditation, prayer and affirmation for our Center’s future. A Vision Statement
to help in this process can be downloaded from our
website. (Click Make a Donation; Scroll down to A
Vision of Our Dream Center.)

We opened our A.R.E. of NY Center in 1997 with prayer, meditation for guidance, dedication and love.
That same prayer, guidance, dedication and love kept
our Center shining through eighteen years and many
challenges. And as we re-create our Center in this year
of new beginnings, our combined prayer, meditation,
dedication and love will keep the Center’s Light shining
and expanding! Thank you. 
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Need an alternative to brushing with
toxic fluoride toothpastes?

OIL PULLING
with Coconut Oil

by Dr. Idelle Brand, Holistic Dentist
Oil pulling—cleansing the mouth with an oil such as
coconut oil— is a super simple healing process for your
mouth and body. The results of this process may be
astonishing! For acute infections the results are very
quick; For chronic health challenges, you might need to
practice oil pulling for months before observing longterm results. By experimenting with oil pulling therapy,
each of us can discover individual results.
Oil pulling is one of many ancient Ayurvedic techniques
for purifying and strengthening the body. Every organ in
the human body is connected to other parts of the body
and it is known that each tooth is associated with other
specific bodily organs. Also according to Ayurveda, organ meridians are present in the tongue just as they are
in key points such as the hands, feet, ears and teeth.
Thus, as you heal the tooth and its environmental structures, the organs on the meridian associated with that
tooth also heal. Investigation of oil pulling also suggest
it pulls toxins from the mucous membranes of the mouth
and because of the connections via the meridian system,
this results in complete body detoxification.
In this system, the tongue is integral for diagnosis. There
are many holistic practitioners who do tongue readings,
and as a dentist, I feel that it is imperative. (Be sure to
ask your holistic dentist for your personalized Tongue
Reading at your next dental visit).
Just as the eyes are the windows to the soul, the mouth is
the window to your complete body health. Care of the
tongue is critical for preventing and treating illness.
Oil pulling promotes tongue health.
Traditionally, oil pulling was practiced with
sesame or sunflower oils. The process has
been modified recently to accommodate other oils and their healing properties. For dental and general health purposes, I will focus
on coconut oil, as I have found it to be more
therapeutic than others. Coconut oil is ideal due

to its antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral properties. And
as we all know, the mouth may host bacteria, fungi and
viruses.
Coconut oil is also a cooling oil and will work wonders
pulling out heat/congestion. It therefore relieves infections, fevers, burns, cold sores, oral herpes outbreaks,
and reduces overgrowth of Candida in the mouth. It
may also alleviate the pain associated with these oral
conditions.
This is how you do it:
After thoroughly cleaning your teeth and gums, place
approximately one tablespoon of organic virgin coconut oil in your mouth. Then with your chin tilted up,
slowly swish, suck, chomp and pull the oil through
your teeth for 15–20 minutes. (Note: Coconut oil is
solid when the room temperature is below 76 degrees.
It melts very quickly in your mouth.)
The oil should transform from its original oily consistency to a thin, white milky foam before you spit it
out. (If the oil is still oily, it has not been pulled long
enough.) It is best to do this on an empty stomach, usually first thing in the morning before eating/drinking.
Don’t spit the oil into the sink, as it will eventually clog
your drain. Best to spit it into the wastebasket or toilet.
Then thoroughly rinse and wash your mouth with normal tap water. This procedure is typically performed
once daily— and no more than twice.
If time constraints are a factor, you may want to do
your oil pulling in the
shower, while watching
TV, reading, doing
housework etc.

Oil Pulling, continues on page 6)

Coconut image courtesy of Pixomar at freedigitalphotos,net
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(Oil Pulling with Coconut Oil, continued from p. 5)

Manhattanhenge

What are other benefits of coconut oil
pulling?
 It may stop tooth decay due to its antibacterial

effects.

•
•

It’s proven to remineralize tooth enamel.

It supports periodontal health and may reverse
gum infections .

•

It helps to eradicate yeast infections in the
mouth due to caprylic acid which is a component of coconut oil.

•

It heals cold sores quickly and reduces their
pain duration.
 Oil pulling may also whiten your teeth.
 It facilitates absorption of essential fatty ac-

ids (sublingually) by the body; This helps your
body to have stronger teeth, bones, joints and

healthier skin.
There is anecdotal evidence for improvements in
joint pain, arthritis, migraines, sinus infections, skin
disorders such as eczema and persistent rashes, allergies, digestive problems and just about any bodily
health issue with the practice of oil pulling.
However coconut oil may not always be the oil of
choice for these other conditions. Sunflower, sesame, olive and flax oils have been used with varying
results. Best to try each of these oils for a short time
period to see which works best for your specific
condition.
It’s amazing that you can achieve such success and
healing results with this totally harmless, biologically compatible healing method. But, yes—you can.
Give it a try for one week and see if you don’t feel
like a healthier you! 
Dr. Idelle Brand is a holistic
dentist, multifaceted integrative healer and teacher of diverse complementary healing
modalities. She is the author
of Enlightened Indigo Child,
and My Secrets to Regaining
Health.
Dr. Brand is also the founder of Enlightened Dentistry™, a new paradigm of integrative holistic dental
care that encompasses healing of the body, mind
and spirit. She can be reached through her website
TheBrandWellnessCenter.com.

Sunset on 23rd Street and 7th Avenue, NYC
Our thanks to Shweta Parmar for sharing her photo of
Manhattanhenge.
Popularized by Neil deGrasse Tyson, well-known astrophysicist at the Museum of Natural History and native
New Yorker, the term “Manhattanhenge” refers back to
Stonehenge, a prehistoric monument built so that the
rising sun, seen from the center of the monument at the
summer solstice, aligns with an outer "Heel Stone.”
The street grid for most of Manhattan is rotated 29°
clockwise from true east-west. When the azimuth for
sunset is 299° (29° north of due West), the sunset aligns
with the streets on that grid. Around the dates of that
alignment, a pedestrian looking westward down the
center of the street can see the full solar disk slightly
above the horizon, between the profiles of the buildings.
The dates of the event vary from year to year but remain
close before and after the summer solstice.
Similarly, the dates on which sunrise aligns with the
Manhattan grid are evenly spaced around the winter
solstice. 
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An Easter Reading
Excerpts from reading 5749-13, a “world affairs”
reading given by Edgar Cayce on March 12th,
1941, during World War II:
“In man's experience in the earth there comes
those periods of doubt and fear, and of the loss of
hope. Then to all such there should be the reminding of that Easter Morn; and as to what it has
meant and does mean...
“There should be the reminding that—though He
bowed under the burden of the Cross, though His
blood was shed, though He entered into the tomb
—-through that power, that ability, that love as
manifested in Himself among His fellow men He
broke the bonds of death; proclaiming in that act
that THERE IS NO DEATH …
“Thus in this hour of despair throughout the
world, when those activities are such as to indicate
hate, injustice, tyranny, desire to enslave or to impel others to submit to the dictates of this or that
power, let all take heart and know that this, too, as
the hour upon Calvary, must pass away; and that
as upon the wings of the morning there comes that
new hope, that new desire, to the hearts and minds
of all who seek to know His face.
“This must begin within thine own heart...
Meditate oft upon what it has meant, does mean
today, to CRUCIFY the Lord thy God in thy daily
experiences. Rather magnify, glorify Him in every
word, every activity, in all thy dealings with thy
fellow man. By thy very step, by thy very look, by
thy word, create HOPE in the hearts, minds and
lives of others…
“Live that in thy life, thy conversation, thy activity
everywhere; and indeed then may each in that
manner bear a real Easter message to others...
“Let thy light, then, shine ever in the dark, in the
light; in the sorrow, in the gladness of thy purpose,
of thy desire; that He may be glorified even as He
asks of the Father...
“Ye - each of ye, as individuals —may do this. So
ye, as ye come into His presence, may be given
"Well done, thou good and faithful brother —enter
into the joy of thy Lord.
We are through for the present. 

A Prayer from
Douglas James Cottrell
In place of her usual Mother Nature’s Remedies column,
for this issue, Carol Schneider submitted the prayer below. Carol writes: “Canadian psychic, Douglas Cottrell
was asked to offer a prayer we could say to change the
world for the better, one that might even lessen the effect
of the Earth changes he predicted.
“’This prayer,’ Cottrell says, ‘is an appeal to the Great
Beyond for intervention in what might be a cosmic plan
already in place.’ By praying, we are altering the formula,
and as it is altered, so may be the outcomes of events—
events that are testing or teaching all who live on this
planet to be more Divine and compassionate so humanity
might grow in godliness and express that godliness to one
another and all beings on the planet.” 
"God Almighty,
I ask for the intervention of the Divine forces above.
I ask because I am grateful for my life.
I ask because I am aware that I am part of this
Universal world, solar system, and dimension.
I ask for forgiveness for myself,
and for the actions of those who have made
transgressions against this planet and/or
the peoples upon the same.
I ask that the Divine intervene with love,
compassion, and forgiveness,
so that there can be a softening of the hearts
of those who are upon the planet,
seeking darkness, destruction and death,
that they might be held up in their pursuits,
that they might be changed from this direction,
that they might relent and then repent,
and then seek to do good in places,
and with people, and with the tools at hand;
to bring construction, and love,
and building, and harmony, and peace
into the world again.
I ask for this place to be, once again,
what it was in the beginning:
a peaceful place, a loving place,
a place that accepts all,
no matter their limit,
no matter their intention.
They are accepted into the light and the warmth of
love; Divine love, unconditional love.
I appeal to that that is 'That That It Is.'
This is my prayer.
Let us all become the prayer and live our words!
Amen.
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E a s t e r aann d its A
Ann c i e n t R oots
by Rob Murphy

I

t’s fascinating to look at the correlations between the many ancient spiritual traditions
regarding the seasons of the year. Especially colorful are the pagan roots surrounding celebrations of Easter—especially in those Anglo areas of the world
where we use “Easter” to refer to this holiday season. (Most Latin languages still refer to the season
as Pasch, associated with Pesach, the Passover of
the Hebrew tradition that Jesus celebrated at the
end of his life, culminating in his resurrection—
having nothing to do with decorated eggs and
bunnies.)
Easter, as celebrated in the modern world, commemorates the death and resurrection of Jesus,
but is interwoven with pagan symbology. Unlike modern Christianity which is broken into rigid denominational
interpretations and creeds, the
early Christian church was
known for its ability to win
others over by finding the
parallels in the potential converts’ religions and then incorporating those elements
into Christianity.
There were many messiah figures in early religions long before the time of Jesus, whose stories
included similar events to those in Jesus’s life.
Some of the most prominent:







Horus
Zoroaster
Buddha
Attis of Phrygia
Glycon, son of Apollo
Heracles, son of Zeus







Many believe “Easter” is a variant of Eostre/Ostara, the
Goddess of Spring in the Northern European tradition, who is usually depicted in the company of
rabbits or hares, the harbingers of Spring.
Eggs and rabbits both featured in the spring festivals of Eostre/Ostara. Eggs are an obvious symbol
of fertility, and the newborn chicks an adorable
representation of new growth. Brightly colored
eggs, chicks, and bunnies were all used at festival
time to express appreciation for Ostara's gift of
abundance.
The rabbit/hare was beloved of
Ostara, because when she was
late arriving one spring, she
found a dead bird with frozen
wings. Feeling sorry for the
poor creature, she resurrected
the bird as a snow bunny, who
laid colored eggs in the newness of springtime.
Some believe Easter’s origins go back to the Mesopotamian goddess Ishtar, whose temples and gates
were often embellished with decorated eggs. Ishtar
was said to be hatched from an egg that fell from
heaven into the Euphrates. As a symbol of fertility
and renewed life, the egg goes back to the ancient
Egyptians and Persians, who also had a custom of
coloring and eating eggs during their spring festival. For ancient Egyptians, the egg was a symbol of
the Sun, the great cosmic egg, source of all life.

Dionysus
Romulus
Odysseus
One of the most intriguing evidences of the adopKrishna
tion of pagan traditions into Easter celebrations is
Ishtar (Astarte/
Inanna / Aphrodite) that Easter remains a “moveable feast” in relation

Aside from the violent deaths and subsequent resurrections of many of these, a number of them were believed to be of virgin birth as well.
However, since we are looking at Easter as a celebration, let’s explore the roots of its symbols as expressed
during the Easter season. First, the season is a celebration of the Spring Equinox, when the Sun comes out of
its darkness to usher in warmth and new life. The egg
and the rabbit or hare are primary symbols of fertility,
new life and abundance.

to the Moon’s cycles—on the first Sunday after the
first full moon following the Vernal equinox. No
matter how you choose to believe or celebrate the
season, it remains a time of rebirth/renewal..

Rob Murphy is an initiated

shaman in several traditions. As
an A.R.E. NY practitioner, he
offers Shamanic Healing, Reiki
and Past Life Regression. Rob
also teaches workshops such as
the upcoming Introduction to
Shamanic Journey Work,
Sunday March 20, 1—5 pm.
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Randall Okey is alive
and well and now living full
-time in Beacon, NY.
In this section, we share life events of our Community
members—births, deaths, marriages, adoptions,
graduations, ordinations, books published & other
milestones:
Susan Walker
We recently learned of the passing in
2014, of Susan Jane Walker, a Life
Member and generous supporter of
A.R.E. of NY. A notice published in
the online New York Times of June
19th, 2014 shared this about Susan:
“We honor the memory of Susan, actor, producer, and cherished wife of Harry Salwen (deceased).”
Services for Susan were held at St. Malachy's, the Actors Chapel on June 26th, 2014. We send prayers for Susan’s continuing
journey. She will be remembered in our Community. 

Randall, who founded and
was the longtime, gifted facilitator of the Center’s Tuesday night
Meditation Group, lived parttime in Manhattan and parttime in Beacon for a number of years and worked
as a Director of Visual Marketing at Macys Herald
Square. In December, 2015, Randall transferred to
a Macys in Poughkeepsie and sold his NYC apartment to make Beacon (where he also founded a
Search For God group) his true home. We are happy that Randall now lives closer to the beauties of
Nature which he so enjoys—but he is very much
missed in the Center.
Over the years, Randall also served as a Volunteer
in the Bookstore and as a member of the Center’s

(Randall Okey continues on page 10)

Kenneth Newbern, Feb. 17, 1926 – Mar. 16, 2015
We were also saddened to learn
that another of our Life Members
and supporters left the Earth plane
in 2015. We learned of the passing
of Kenneth Claude Newbern when
his nephew informed us that Kenneth had generously left A.R.E.
NY a bequest of $5000. We are extremely grateful that
Kenneth remembered our Center with this gift.
Kenneth completed a series of Reiki trainings at our Center, eventually achieving a Reiki Mastership. His primary
lifework, however, was as a musician. A memorial notice
written by his family states:
“A graduate of...the Juilliard School of Music, Kenneth
was also a veteran, serving as a linguist in the US Army
during WWII. During his long and varied musical career,
Kenneth was the studio accompanist for many prominent
voice teachers as well as music director for numerous
opera workshops...He was on the music faculty of the
92nd Street Y for many years as a vocal coach and accompanist, and also volunteered as the director of the Senior
Citizen's Choir at the ABSW {Senior Center] of Manhattan. In addition to being a brilliant accompanist, Kenneth
was a specialist in language and memorization techniques.

He was ruthlessly attentive to the correct sounds of a
language, which any who have worked with him can
most definitely confirm! He sang for several years in
the choir at the Sjømannskirken (Norwegian Seaman’s Church) in NYC.”
Kenneth is actually mentioned in the online archives
of the Cayce readings. In the notes on Reading 27545 (which recommends the “Ar-ar-r-r--e-e-e--o-o-o-m-m” chant), you will find this comment from Cayce’s devoted secretary, Gladys Davis Turner: “I repeated the chant as it sounded in the reading, to musician Kenneth Newbern visiting A.R.E. headquarters,
and he asked me to add this explanatory note:
1. Spelling ‘ar’ represents the sound ah as in father
(1st syllable). 2. Repeated ‘r's’ mean only continued
sound, not new glottal beginnings.”
Kenneth also set the affirmations from the A Search
for God books to music. Sheet music for these compositions can still be purchased from Amazon.com.
A service was held for Kenneth Newbern on May
27th, 2015 at the Norwegian Seaman’s Church..
We send our loving, grateful prayers for Kenneth’s
journey on “the other side.” 
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Polly Guerin’s new book ,
continued from page 12

Community Council when
that Council oversaw the Center, before we had a
functional Board. When our Center moved to 30th
Street, Randall put his design skills into service by
creating the blueprint for our buildout. With a team of
designers who he recruited, he designed the original
color scheme for the Center.
Randall Okey, continues...

Randall also founded a Search for God group in Beacon and has been a presenter on Meditation at A.R.E.
HQ at the annual Members’ Congress. We’re grateful
to Randall for all his dedicated service to A.R.E.
Please note: The Meditation Group has provided spiritual connection, support for personal meditation practices and a peaceful respite from the challenges of
NYC for our Members and friends. We’re seeking a
Volunteer to accept the important role of facilitator
for this Spiritual Growth Group. Contact Catherine
Outeiral if you are interested in this service:
[ceo.prosperitynabundance@gmail.com] 

Nilaja Sun was a hit in her
critically-acclaimed solo show Pike
Street in November/December,
2015 at the Henry Street Settlement, Abrons Arts Center. The
one-woman show, also written
by Nilaja, was her first since her
international hit, the OBIE Awardwinning No Child, in 2008.
Pike Street told the story of a struggling Lower East
Side family dealing with multiple challenges including a severely handicapped child, on the eve of the
arrival of Hurricane Sandy.
Nilaja is a member of the Center’s Bioenergetic Healer’s Group and with the group, volunteers at Psychic
and Healing Fairs. QiGong healing (one of the components of Bioenergetic Healing) was also mentioned in
Pike Street.
Congratulations, Nilaja and we’re looking forward to
your next show! 

“Use that thou hast in hand; and as ye use
same, that as may be for thine own soul and
mind development will be given thee.”
(Cayce Reading 1466-3)

The Dollhouse Murder Mystery: A Time-Travel Escapade, was published in December by Amazon’s publishing
arm, Create Space. It’s a major departure from her previous
scholarly books about aspects
of NYC cultural history.
However, although it is fiction,
The Dollhouse Murder Mystery
is steeped in authentic, historical Art Deco ambiance,
including the famous personalities of the Art Deco era.
Described as a “jolly romp” that includes a subtle romance, the book is available from Amazon.com.
A former adjunct professor at the Fashion Institute of
Technology, Polly is also the author of a number of college textbooks. Her features on the decorative arts, antiques, and design have appeared in Art & Antiques
magazine. She is the author of five blogs on fashion,
culture, history, health and the Edgar Cayce information. One of her poems appears on page 12 of this
issue. Congratulations, Polly! 

Shirley Jusino was a contributor to the book Ready,
Aim, Thrive, by Viki Winterton, a compilation of interviews
and writings about how to thrive
despite challenging circumstances,
published in October, ‘15. Shirley’s own first book, The
Victoria Dolls, to be published by Balboa Press, will be
launched sometime in Summer of this year.
Shirley describes The Victoria Dolls as “a sci-fi, pop
culture and self-help book all rolled into one.” The book
tells the story of four college-age vampires who work at
Victoria’s Secret and use the Law of Attraction, NLP
and other holistic modalities to maneuver through life
without killing others or making other mistakes in love,
work or family relationships.
Shirley‘s work has been inspired, in part, by her own
struggles. She says that she was living in a women’s
shelter half the time she was writing The Victoria Dolls.
Shirley credits the Center’s Miracles Group, facilitated
by Tom Carelli, with introducing her to Edgar Cayce, A
Course in Miracles and the Abraham Hicks information, and helping her to transform her life. We look
forward to Shirley’s book launch!
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My River of Time

by Linda Sugrue Mellor
In previous issues of TOD,
Linda first shared her dreamvision of a past life on the
American frontier—where she
connected with the entity
who is her present husband.
She then told the story of
her soul’s journey chronologically—through lives in
Atlantis, ancient Persia,
Egypt, Greece—and a life in
Jerusalem as a relative of
“the Master.”
Her “River of Time” now
carries her to Great Britain in
the Iron Age...

In this dream-vision I find myself a Briton, about the
year 52 AD. I’m a young woman around fourteen or
fifteen years of age living in a small coastal village on
the southeast side of England. Our houses are small
and round with conical thatched roofs, very primitive
in appearance. We sustain ourselves and our families
by fishing and farming. Our lifestyle is similar to that
of Native Americans; Everything is handmade and
nothing is wasted. I have an infant baby girl between
one and two years of age. I recognize her spirit; she is
my youngest daughter in this lifetime.
My dream-vision shows me an invasion by the Romans
is in progress. It’s raining and the dirt pathways are
filled with puddles and are muddy. The invaders are
ransacking, pillaging, and burning our homes. The villagers are trying to fight back but to no avail. They
don’t have the weapons or the training to match the
Roman military might. Rome’s troops are well trained
and skilled killers. The men and women who fight back
are slaughtered and those who surrender are taken prisoner for the Roman slave trade. The small children and
elders aren’t deemed worth capturing because they’re
cumbersome and don’t travel well. They are quickly
cut down and murdered.
The soldiers show no compassion. They are in a frenzied state, beating the men and raping the women in the
streets. Some are laughing hysterically at the pain and
suffering they inflict. In the vision, I see myself being
raped by a soldier who is mentally slow but is capable

of following orders. I’m crying and begging the commanding officer to show mercy and make his men stop
but as he looks down on me in the mud he turns his
back to me. He orders my home to be burned with my
baby in it.
I also recognize the spirit of this person; He was responsible for my death by crucifixion in my Jerusalem
sojourn. In my present lifetime, he is a person who
I’ve observed desires to control people and tends to
bully them if he doesn’t get his way.
Time jumps and it’s evening on the same day. I’ve
somehow escaped my captors and find myself running
up through the hills above my village heading for the
cliffs. The Roman officer is furious I’ve eluded his
guards. He and the soldier who raped me are pursuing
me. A man from my village tries to block their way
and for his efforts is run through with a sword. His
spirit is also familiar to me; he’s my brother-in-law in
this lifetime. By sacrificing his life he gives me enough
time to reach the cliffs. I look back once as I reach the
edge of the summit. All the houses are burning below
and the Romans are still in hot pursuit of me. With my
heart breaking from the loss of my baby and the fear of
worse things to come, I don’t hesitate to jump…
I believe that in each incarnation, we are here to learn
some lessons and to teach some lessons. I also feel

(My River of Time, continues on page 12)
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Healing Grief Through Spirit Contact
Mark Anthony the Psychic Lawyer ® presented Evidence of
Eternity, Healing Grief Through Spirit Contact at A.R.E. of NY
for the first time on December 5th, 2015.
In the audience was Joann Soto, an A.R.E. NY Volunteer. Mark
Anthony knew nothing of Joann’s history but he had a message
for her.
“The reading Mark gave me...was phenomenal.” Joann wrote
about this event. “He was extremely specific and on point with
Joann Soto

(My River of Time, continued from page 11)
certain beliefs or skills may become latent or may not
be necessary for every lifetime. Not all things our
souls have learned over our many incarnations are
drawn upon in a particular lifetime. In some ways
this is a good thing, for remembrance of all things
without wisdom could end up hardening or paralyzing us.
It does puzzle me that I didn’t carry over the Christian beliefs and knowledge I had gained in my Jerusalem lifetime prior to this British sojourn. I feel I’ve
met a karma for this lifetime physically, spiritually
and emotionally in following lives.
In this British sojourn, I feel I reincarnated too quickly as a result of having my life ended so abruptly in
my previous life, perhaps before I felt cheated.
I’ve had a glimpse of “the other side” in a dreamvision of a great Hall of Learning where souls go to
reflect upon their actions and inactions and the consequences of each. Had I waited patiently and reflected longer, I may not have had to go through such a
horrific lifetime. Edgar Cayce stated “in patience ye
possess your souls,” (Reading 262-24)—my lesson
to be learned. Unfortunately, I ended up confronting
again the same Roman entity—he at an older age—
who tried to enslave me in my Jerusalem sojourn
when Jesus walked this earth. 
Linda Sugrue Mellor is a longtime
student of the Cayce Readings and
the Bible. Linda’s series of extraordinary past-life recollections, My River of
Time, continues in the next issue of The
Open Door.

Mark Anthony

details. The reading gave me confirmation that my son
is forever communicating with me. He even confirmed
that my son was happy that I've decided to ‘live my
life,’ a decision I made last month for my birthday.
Tears.” No-one on the Earth plane knew of this decision Joann had come to after five years of mourning
the worst kind of loss.
Almost exactly five years before, on December 4th, 2011,
Joann had experienced a heart-rending tragedy when
her only son was murdered by someone he believed
was his friend. He was only seventeen.
Joann, who is also a psychic medium, adds, “After my
reading [about my son], Mark Anthony said an
‘Annabelle’ was coming through. Annabelle was my
best friend in high school, and she passed away when
she was eighteen. I didn't say anything 'cause I was so
caught up with my son's reading, and I also wanted to
give someone else an opportunity [to get a message].”
While the event was taking place, Joann didn’t say
anything to acknowledge that she knew the message
from an “Annabelle” was also for her. Afterwards, she
regretted that. Her own psychic impression was that,
“Annabelle got sad cause I didn't stand up.”
“Then I got sad too, and I promised her that if I get
another opportunity to make her presence known I
would do it. So, YES! ANNABELLE was my best
friend in High School, and I know she's with my son.
Ironically, at the end of my son's reading, Mark Anthony mentioned big red lips...That was Annabella's
signature look in High School...bright red lipstick!”
Joann says she is “happy that my son's happy with my
decision to ‘live my life,’ and happy that I got another
opportunity to acknowledge Annabelle's presence!”
Mark Anthony returns to A.R.E. NY on April 8th and
9th, 7-10 pm. 
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POETRY

(Q) Are music, poetry, art, just worldly and illusory?
(A) Know they are of the realms of creative energies which are of the Maker.
Edgar Cayce Reading 5265-1

The Bench in the Forest
With Bogie
To honor an honorable being
who, in our short time together,
changed the course of our lives
giving to one another
a place not known before.

Wooden steps outline the forest path
The bench in the forest is where I pass
Giant trees give shade from beyond
And nearby frogs frolic in a pond
Then silence passes over the land
In this tranquil sanctuary I stand
Contemplating the invitation to sit
The bench so inviting, I’ll stay a bit
And there my thoughts are drawn
To reverie and dreaming so long
I’ll take time to contemplate and stay
Sitting in silent stillness as I try to pray
A chipmunk dashes by in a whizzed blur
His destination hunting so I do not stir
The leaves are dancing to the wind’s wand
Its mysterious messages come from beyond
The bench in the wood has magical messages
All that is needed, just sit quite still and listen
And hear the answers to your heart’s desire
The revelations are so pure you’ll never tire
To return again and again in this soft glen
Where silent reverie is your best friend.

Polly Guerin, Wells, Maine— July 2015

It seemed to never end,
his life, that is.
I dug his grave by a tree.
Ellen and I cried
when the needle's contents
took its effect.
He went to sleep
after that one long labored breath
last year.
He kept getting the mail with me.
I heard his paws clicking down the stairs
then waiting by the door to run.
He comes to me when I read.
We look into the other's eyes
the way lovers do.
By the tree, I call to him.
Maybe he wonders why
his bark no longer echoes.

Lawrence J. Krips
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(New Faces: Maria Gutierrez-Ferrar, continued
from page 2)
PR and community outreach, including superlative skills in social media and networking. Increased outreach and the expansion of our Community were among the most frequent recommendations in a survey of our Members. This is the purpose of
Maria’s efforts.
Maria has worked in the Holistic Health Community for over
fifteen years. Her passion is to bring healers and community
together to share integrative, alternative methods for health and
vibrancy.
We’re delighted to have Maria working to make A.R.E. of NY
“THE destination for holistic health and intuitive development
in our area,“ (a quote from our Community Visioning Statement. Hear the statement at: www.edgarcaycenyc.org/images/
audio/20151217-visioning-statement-13-15-15.mp3.) 

Gifts to “Ken Klein 1000
Member Memorial Fund”
Help Expand Our Community
When we surveyed our Members on the changes you most wanted to see at A.R.E. NY, one of
the most frequent answers was more outreach
to expand our Community and our Center.
One way to support this goal is to contribute to
the 1000 Member Fund established in memory of
Ken Klein, who was our primary Membership
Services Volunteer. Gifts to this fund will help
to pay a part-time salary for Maria GutierrezFerrar, our new Marketing & Promotional Consultant. This fund can also support Membership
scholarships or outreach efforts such as Center
participation in the New Life Expo.

(Board Updates, Introducing New Trustees,
continued from page 2)

elected to the Board in January of this year. A Quantum
Energetics Structured Therapist, CranioSacral Therapist,
and Sound Energy Healer, Elizabeth has been practicing and
presenting workshops at the Center for about 18 months.

continues to serve on the Board).

Her life path involves a lifelong career in jazz singing and
music ministry and two decades of desktop publishing,
taking a turn into the healing arts about ten years ago,
when she began a significant transformation. Seeds for
this transformation were planted around the turn of the
century when she first engaged in the concept and practices of seeking the Heart of Christ.

Having worked as a corporate controller with the same organization for almost thirty-four years, Betty has an extensive background in administration, finance, and human resources and is familiar with the inner operations of organizations and the challenges facing business today.
A graduate of The Institute for Integrated Nutrition, Betty
has a part-time practice as a Holistic Healthcare Counselor.
In the past she was a Suffolk County leader of a local Weston A. Price chapter. (An organization dedicated to restoring nutrient-dense foods to the human diet through education, research and activism.) Betty also served on the board
of the Farm to Consumer Legal Fund from 2010-2012.
Betty loves spending time with her family, including two
children, three step-children and three grandchildren. She
enjoys meditating, cooking and reading—especially about
nutrition, alternative medicine, spirituality and yoga. Her
spiritual awakening occurred through times of personal
challenges, which have taught her to “let go” and let the
Universe show her what’s next.
A Member of A.R.E. since about 2007, Betty feels Edgar
Cayce was a man ahead of his time.
Her goal for the ARE of NY is to
provide a place where people can
grow, learn, and be part of a group
of like-minded individuals. “I'm
very excited about being of service
to A.R.E. of NY,” she says.
Elizabeth

Tomboulian

was

Elizabeth’s metaphysical studies are ongoing as she engages with research into science of mind, near-death experiences, quantum physics, oneness principles, the nature of consciousness, the brain, the etheric body, repatterning, and emerging scientific studies—as well as
the Cayce readings. Key elements of her philosophy are:


Education is ongoing throughout life, whether one
is enrolled or not.



We are all sacred expressions of the Source of All
That Is, here to bear more light.



The Christ Consciousness is a high vibrational frequency that is loving, and is our destiny and birthright as children of God. This includes every human.



Perfect love casts out fear.

In other Board news, Sylvia Chappell was elected to a
second three-year term on the Board. Carol Schneider
resigned from the Board in October after serving as a
Trustee for three years.
We are very grateful to Carol for her years of service on
our Board, to Maureen St. Germain for her service as interim Treasurer and to our three new Trustees for their
willingness to serve. 
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(New Beginnings; Happy Returns continued from p. 2)
Leonardo Cassara is once again
offering Intuitive Tarot services at the
Center. Leonardo believes his psychic
abilities developed as an outgrowth of
his experiences in an A.R.E. Search
For God group. A warm and compassionate guide, Leonardo uses the Tarot
as a catalyst for insights into his clients’ life issues and spiritual growth. Leonardo offers half
hour readings ($50) or full hours ($90). To make an appointment with Leonardo, call 718-424-2650.
Leonardo was one of the founders of the A.R.E. NY Center. In addition to being a practitioner, Leonardo served as
Registrar and Receptionist at the Center, as well as serving
for a time on the Community Council, the governing body of
A.R.E. of NY before we had a functional Board. He eventually also served as Acting Director of the Center. We are
delighted to have Leonardo back in the Center!
Margarita Burke now offers Energy Medicine, Aromatherapy and Emotional Freedom
Technique (EFT) at the Center.
Margarita is trained and certified
as a practitioner of Energy Medicine, EFT and Reiki. She has
also trained in Aromatherapy,
Qigong, Energy Kinesiology, and Energy Psychology.
Margarita coaches clients who feel “stuck” to take realistic, sustained steps to change their personal or professional
lives. This can include issues of procrastination, weight,
lack of direction, feeling overwhelmed, anxious and
stressed or challenges with physical or emotional pain.
Using a variety of energy techniques and tools also including tuning forks, crystals and sound, Margarita guides clients to recognize their depth of being, release old emotions
that have been festering, and arrive at a space of clarity,
peace and improved health.
In a private session, Margarita assesses the state of your
energies through energy/muscle testing, applies corrections to rebalance areas in need and identifies techniques
you can do at home to support your system. The treatment
takes place fully-clothed on a massage table in a deeply
relaxing atmosphere.
Treatments vary according to your issues and energy assessment. An initial intake and treatment session lasts up
to 90 minutes; The fee is $100. Follow-up sessions are 6075 minutes for $75. Membership discounts are available.
To make an appointment, contact Margarita by phone (917
-292-9447) or e-mail: innerspacewithgrace@gmail.com .
Margarita is also one of our Reception Volunteers. We
welcome her to this new role in the Center! 

ABOUT A.R.E. OF N.Y.:
The Association for Research and Enlightenment
of New York is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.
A.R.E. of N.Y. Edgar Cayce Center Ideal:

“To Manifest the Love of God
in Service to Humanity.”
Our Mission: To offer the principles and
information contained in the Edgar Cayce readings
and related materials to all seekers as sources of
spiritual growth, enlightenment and healing, and to
support their application in our daily lives.

The A.R.E. of New York Board of Trustees:
Chairman, Sylvia Chappell
Vice Chairperson, Open
Secretary, Kev O’Kane
Treasurer, Betty DeCandia
Lucas Boladian
Catherine Outeiral
Lynne Salomon Miceli
Maureen St. Germain
Administrative Staff:
Center Director (This role currently filled by
Board of Trustees)
Center Administrator, Helen Mawn
Events Coordinator, Tijana Cekic
Volunteer Coordinator, Anthony Perez
Bookstore Manager, Amelia D’Arcy
Web & Print Designer, Nya Fleron
Marketing & Promotional Consultant, Maria
Gutierrez-Ferrar
Newsletter Editor, Lynne Miceli
Psychic Fairs Coordinator, Helen O’Neill
Membership Committee
Charles Davidson
Catherine Outeiral
Maria Rodriguez
Lynne Salomon Miceli
Abundance Raising Committee
Lynne Salomon Miceli
Elizabeth Tomboulian
Sylvia Chappell
Spiritual Integrity & Balance Committee
Catherine Outeiral
Lynne Salomon Miceli
(Vacancy left by Ken Klein’s passing)
Thoughts and opinions expressed in this publication
are not necessarily those of the Editor,
of A.R.E. of N.Y. or the national A.R.E.
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www.edgarcaycenyc.org

FIND us on Facebook

TWEET us on Twitter @EdgarCayce_ARE

MEET us on Meetup: Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York

Life with Edgar Cayce:
A Birthday Chat with
Dr. June Avis Bro
Friday, March 18, 7 - 9 pm
Celebrate Edgar Cayce’s birthday
with this rare opportunity to
meet one of the few people
still with us who knew Cayce!

Evidence of Eternity:
Healing Grief Through
Spirit Contact
Mark Anthony the Psychic
Lawyer® Returns
Friday, April 8 & Saturday, April 9, 7-10 PM
Back by popular demand for two gallery
reading events! Join us either night for an
uplifting & inspiring experience!

AN INNER DIMENSION

“Start by doing what's
necessary;
Then do what's
possible;
And suddenly you are
doing the impossible.”
— St. Francis of Assisi
(We welcome submissions of poetry and
quotes for An Inner Dimension.)
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